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In this paper, we consider the related problems of convolution and polynomial 
multiplication and show the existence of a spectrum of algorithms that clearly 
illustrate the trade-off between time and space inherent in these problems. We 
model high speed algorithms for these problems with a graph and then play the 
well-known pebble game on the graph representations to obtain time-space efficient 
pebbling strategies. For convolving together two n element vectors, we present 
strategies using time T=O(r?log,S/S), where space S can be chosen to lie 
anywhere in the range I < S< n. The methods are shown to be optimal over all fast 
Fourier transform based algorithms, and come close to meeting the lower bound 
T= fi(n-‘/S) that must be satisfied by any algorithm solving the problem. Central to 
the derivation of these time-space efiicient pebbling strategies is a new recursive 
convolution algorithm, which is of interest because it makes two (rather than three) 
recursive calls to solve subproblems of half the size. ‘.’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Convolution and the multiplication of two polynomials are fundamental 
computational problems, which, due to their obvious importance, have 
been the subject of a large amount of research concerning efficient 
implementations. The best methods for performing convolution and 
polynomial multiplication rely on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
algorithm and require O(n log, n) arithmetic operations. While time forms 
a major part of the cost of computing, the resource of storage space should 
also be considered in an analysis of the computational complexity of 
problems such as polynomial and integer multiplication. Of interest are the 
trade-off relationships that exist between these two resources and 
algorithms that make efficient use of both time and space. 
In this paper, we address these issues by developing algorithms for 
convolution and polynomial multiplication that illustrate the time-space 
exchanges inherent in the problems. We introduce a new recursive 
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algorithm for the positive wrapped convolution (PWC) that requires the 
solution of two (rather than three) subproblems of half the input size. This 
leads to a variety of algorithms that combine the FFT and serial 
algorithms for the PWC. When analyzed, they are shown to provide near 
optimal trade-offs over a large range of values for time and space. 
The possible trade-off between time and space for a straight-line com- 
putation can be modeled by playing a well-known pebble game on a 
directed acyclic graph whose vertices and edges represent operations and 
argument assignments of the computation, respectively. Pebbles are used to 
model the temporary storage used in the computation, and they are moved 
from input nodes to output nodes under the restriction that a noninput 
node may be pebbled only when all its predecessors have pebbles. The 
maximum number of pebbles used during the pebbling process is a measure 
of the computation’s space requirements, and time is reflected in the 
number of pebble placements made on the graph. When the amount of 
available space is decreased, certain nodes of the graph may have to be 
“recomputed,” since there are no longer enough pebbles to hold the values 
of intermediate computations. In such cases, a decrease in space requires an 
increase in time and vice versa, and it is these time-space exchanges that 
have been the subject of a large amount of research concerning the pebble 
game. 
Using the pebble game, the time-space trade-off characteristics of a num- 
ber of algebraic computational problems have been studied. Savage and 
Swamy (1978) obtained the result TS = @(n2) for the graph representing an 
n-input fast Fourier transform, and Tompa (1980) extended the lower 
bound to the problem of computing a discrete Fourier transform by 
considering the connectivity properties of the graph associated with any 
algorithmic implementation. Tompa also obtained results for other 
problems including straight-line merging and polynomial multiplication 
using the same techniques, and JaJa (1983) has applied them to matrix 
inversion, obtaining TS = a(~“). Carlson (1982, 1983, 1984) investigated 
pebbling strategies for the graph representing back-to-back fast Fourier 
transforms, and showed that T= O(n3/S2 + n2 log,n/S). 
Another approach to deriving lower bounds on the simultaneous time 
and space requirements of a problem is due to Grigoryev (1976) and can 
be characterized by studying the size of the range of function values 
associated with a boolean function. The method does not explicitly involve 
pebbling, but the concepts involved in deriving lower bounds are very 
similar to pebbling techniques. A difference worth pointing out is that each 
bit is considered to be a separate input, whereas in other models an entire 
numeric value (a word) forms an indivisible input. Grigoryev obtained the 
bounds TS = Q(n’) for boolean polynomial multiplication and TS = Q(n”) 
for boolean matrix multiplication. Savage and Swamy (1979) extended the 
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method to show that TS= Q(n*) for binary integer multiplication and 
recently Savage ( 198 1) made further extensions, obtaining trade-off results 
for a variety of problems including banded matrix multiplication. 
The contribution we make in this paper is twofold. We present a new 
recursive algorithm for convolution and use it to obtain a spectrum of 
time-space efficient algorithms for convolving together two n element vec- 
tors. We develop a graph representation of these algorithms, and prove, 
using techniques outlined in (Carlson, 1982, 1983, 1984), upper and lower 
bounds on the pebbling time of the graphs associated with the algorithms. 
For convolution and polynomial multiplication, we obtain a result of the 
form T= O(n” log,S/S) when space 1 6 S < n is used. This result implies a 
number of things, one of which is that time T= O(n log? n) can be achieved 
by a convolution-based algorithm only if space S = Q(n). Also, for both 
problems there are algorithms that come within a logarithmic factor of 
achieving the lower bound of TS = Q(n*) (Tompa, 1980). Our development 
of reduced space algorithms illustrates clearly the exchange between time 
and space indicated in the lower bounds of Grigoryev (1976) and 
Tompa (1980) by providing points close to the trade-off curve other 
than the two extremes of (T= n log, II, S= n) and (T= PI*, S= 1) for 
convolution and polynomial multiplication. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The standard method of multiplying together two polynomials, each of 
degree n, requires O(n’) operations on polynomial coefficients (operations 
are multiplication or addition of coefficients). A faster way of solving this 
problem comes from observing that it is equivalent to forming the 
convolution of the sequences of coefficients of the polynomials, and 
convolution can be performed efficiently using back-to-back applications of 
a fast Fourier transform algorithm. The forward transform evaluates the 
polynomials at a set of points; these sample values are multiplied together; 
and the inverse transform interpolates the set of points representing the 
product polynomial. Using fast Fourier transforms to perform the forward 
and inverse transforms results in an algorithm that requires O(n log? n) 
operations on polynomial coefficients. 
Before defining a graph representation for convolution and polynomial 
multiplication, we discuss their relationship and a method for regarding 
both of them as the same problem. This will allow us to obtain and 
work with a single graph representation for both problems. The positive 
wrapped convolution serves as a vehicle for doing this. It is defined 
(see Aho et af., 1974, Chap. 7) as follows: for two n element vectors 
(ao...un- I), (h,*,.b,- , ) form the n element vector (co.. . c,, I ), where 
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ci=CO ~j~iajb;~j+Ci+l.j<“ajbn+i~j. It is easily seen that the standard 
convolution of two n element vectors can be computed by forming a 
positive wrapped convolution of vectors of length 2n (the original vectors 
padded with zeros). The same can be said for n-degree polynomial 
multiplication, since the coefficients of the product polynomial are exactly 
the components of the standard convolution of the coefficient vectors of the 
original polynomials. Thus, henceforth we will consider graph models and 
time-space trade-offs with regard to computing a positive wrapped con- 
volution, so that no padding of inputs with zeros is required. As with stan- 
dard convolution, a positive wrapped convolution of two vectors a and b 
can be computed by using back-to-back Fourier transforms, i.e., 
c = F-‘(F(a) .F(b)) (Aho et al., 1974). 
3. A NEW RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR CONVOLUTION 
The algorithm for computing a positive wrapped convolution sketched in 
Section 2 can be represented by a graph as follows. It is obvious that an 
FFT graph, as defined by Savage and Swamy (1978), can be used to 
represent the computations of the forward transforms of each input vector 
and the inverse transform of the product vector when performed using the 
fast Fourier transform algorithm. What is of interest is the mapping defined 
between outputs of the forward transforms and inputs of the inverse trans- 
form. From the discussion in Aho et al. (1974, Chap. 7), it can be observed 
that the bit reversal permutation is required to correctly align the outputs 
of the forward transforms with the inputs of the inverse transform when 
performing positive wrapped convolution using FFT structures. However, 
if the FFT graph for the inverse transform is defined as in Savage and 
Swamy (1978), with inputs scrambled by the bit reversal permutation, then 
the identity permutation will map outputs of the forward transforms to 
inputs of the inverse transform, and outputs of the entire computation also 
FIG. 1. PWC[n], n=8, with FFT,[n] having inputs scrambled by the bit reversal 
permutation. 
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are no longer scrambled by the bit reversal permutation. The resulting 
graph for d= 3 (each FFT graph has 8 inputs and outputs) is shown in 
Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, it becomes obvious that PWC[n] contains two copies 
of PWC[n/2], which are preceded by inputs of PWC[n] and followed by 
outputs of PWC[n]. This motivates the following formal definition for 
PWC[n], which is recursive in nature. 
DEFINITION 1. The graph PWC[n], n = 2d, associated with forming the 
positive wrapped convolution of two n element vectors using the FFT 
algorithm is composed of vertex sets 
z[nl = { xo, . . . . .‘b- 1, y,, . . . . y2dL, } 
O[n] = {zo, . . . . Z2dL 1) 
recursively constructed subgraphs PWC,[n/2] and PWC,[n/2] and the 
following set of edges connecting vertices in Z[n]/O[n] to inputs/outputs 
of PWC,[n/2] and PWC,[n/2], respectively, 
2d-I-, 
d[n] = u 6; 
i=O 
where 
6, = ((-G -P,o), ( xr7 xt,l), (Xi+2dm19 xi.O)Y CXi+Zdm19 xi,l)9 
(Y;, Yi.Oh (Yi, Yi.1)~ (Yi+Pl3 Yi,o), (Yi+F', Y;,l), 
(Zi.0, Zi), (Z,O, Zi+Plh (Zi.1, Z,)Y (Zi.1, Zi+Fl)}. 
As a base case, we define PWC[O] to be two input vertices, x0 and y,, 
each connected to a single ouput vertex zO. 
From the above definition of PWC[n], we are able to derive a new 
recursive algorithm for computing the positive wrapped convolution of two 
vectors. This algorithm, and a proof of its correctness, is presented in the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given input vectors a = (a0 . . . a, _, ) and b = 
(bo...b,-, ) and o a principal nth rooth of unity, the following steps compute 
c = (c,, . . c, ~ , ), the positive wrapped convolution of a and b: 
1. Compute (recursively) y = ( y, . . Y,,,~ _ I ), the positive wrapped 
convolution of (a, + a,/, . . . a,,/, _ 1 + a, _ 1 ) and (6, + bni2 . . . b,,, ~, + 6, ~, ). 
2. Compute (recursively) z = (z. . . . z,,~ _, ), the positive wrapped 
convolution of (a,- a,,,, o(al -a,,,,+ 1). .~QY’~~~‘(u,,,~, -a,- 1)) and 
(bo-bn,2,~(b1-bn,2+1)...~n’2-1(bn,2-1-b,-l)). 
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3. Combine y and z to form c, the positive wrapped convolution of a 
and b, as follows: 
for 0 d i -c n/2, c;=(y;+w-‘zi)/2 
for n/26icn, cj = (y;. n,2 + o-‘=,+.,2)/2. 
Proof. We must show that combining the positive wrapped con- 
volutions of the vectors given in steps 1 and 2 according to step 3 gives the 
positive wrapped convolution of the original vectors. First, we mention 
that step 2 is essentially the computation of a negative wrapped con- 
volution (see Aho et al., 1974, Chap. 7 for a definition) of (a,, - a,,,?, 
al - anI + I . . . atl12 ~ 1 - a,. 1 1 and (ho - b,,2, b l - bn,2 + 1 . . bn,2 I - b,, ,I. 
This follows from Aho etal. (1974,Theorem7.2). More explicitly, it can easily 
be shown that z, = Q’z;, where :,! is the ith term in the negative wrapped 
convolution of (a0 - a,,, u,,,~ , - u,, , ), and (b,, - h,,,, . h,,l.2 , - h,, , ). 
We are now in a position to verify the formulas given for c,, 0 d i < n, in 
the statement of the proposition. For 0 d i < n/2, 
= c (~,+~,,!Z+,)(b,~~,+b,,,z+,~,) OS,<; 
+ 1 (aj+a,,2+,)(b,,!2+,~,+b,+i~,) 
I + 1 < , < n/7 
+ c (aj-a,,,z+,)(b;~,-b,,;?+, -,) 
O</SI 
- C (aj-ua,/2+,)(bn/2+, -~-~n+, j). 
I + I < , < II/2 
Certain terms in the above sums add while others cancel, yielding 
+ 1 (ajb,+,~j+a,,,+,b,,,+,~j) . 
i+l<j<n/Z > 
Changing the index of summation in the latter three sums gives 
2 1 a,bi-,+ C 
O<J<Z i+,<jcn 
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For n/2 6 i < n, 
Y;-n,2+W-‘Z*-n,2 
= y j n/2 - z: ~ ,,,2 
= C (aj+an/2+j )(b, n/Z-j + b,,? + 1 nj? ,) 
O<J<‘-“/Z 
+ c (a, + anI + j )tbn/2+i-n/Z- I-‘n+r--n/Z-/) 
i-n~Z+,~j<ll/Z 
-I- c (a,b,~.,+a,,12+ib,,,2+, -,I 
I II/2 + I < i-c n/2 
=2 C a$, ,+ c aA+, , 
o<is, r+1s/<n 
(again by combining/cancelling like terms and changing the index of 
summation). Q.E.D. 
Before continuing with our analysis of the graph PWC[n], we review 
some of the properties of the algorithm given in Proposition 1. First, as 
does a fast forward/inverse transform based algorithm, it requires com- 
putations to be done in a commutative ring that supports an nth principal 
root of unity. It is of interest mainly due to its structure and simplicity and 
the way that it allows a positive wrapped convolution to be decomposed 
into smaller problems. The operations it performs are very similar to the 
fast forward/inverse transform based algorithm, and both algorithms run in 
time O(n log, n). 
At the opposite extreme of high speed methods for computing a positive 
wrapped convolution is the standard O(n2) method implicit in the 
definition of the problem. Each coefficient of the convolution vector is for- 
med in a serial fashion by combining appropriate coefficients of the input 
vectors. This algorithm can also be represented as a graph, where each out- 
put is the root of a chain-like binary tree whose input nodes are the proper 
coefficients of the input vectors. Such a graph is illustrated in Fig. 2, 
corresponding to the positive wrapped convolution of two 4-element vec- 
tors. The interesting property of this class of graphs for positive wrapped 
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FIG. 2. SPWC[n], n = 4. 
convolution is their space requirements, which remain constant indepen- 
dent of the number of inputs to the graph (the size of the vectors being 
convolved). We omit a formal definition of the graph here as it is 
straightforward to derive and refer to it as SPWC[n] (serial n element 
vector positive wrapped convolution) from this point on. 
Continuing with our analysis of how the graph PWC[n] can be decom- 
posed, Proposition 1 makes it obvious that PWC[n] contains two copies 
of PWC[n/2], and an inductive argument allows us to conclude that 
PWC[n] contains 2’ copies of PWC[n/2’]. Also, each copy of PWC[n/2’] 
can be replaced by SPWC[n/2’] ( our methods for deriving time-space 
efficient algorithms for positive wrapped convolution rely on this), as 
Proposition 1 shows that the positive wrapped convolution of an input 
vector of size 42’ is being computed by these subgraphs. The resulting 
graphs are defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2. The graph PWC[n, 2’1 is the graph that results when 
all 2’ copies of the subgraphs PWC[n/2’] are replaced by copies of the 
subgraphs SPWC[n/2j] in PWC[n]. 
PWC[n, 2’1 is diagrammed in Fig. 3. When deriving pebbling strategies 
for PWC[n] or PWC[n, 2’1, we will also be interested in the structure of 
PWC[n] (PWC[n, 2’1) preceding and following the subgraphs 
PWC[n/2’] (SPWC[n/2’]). These portions of PWC[n] (PWC[n, 2’1) can 
be decomposed into FFT subgraphs as shown in the following proposition. 
Li 
FIG. 3. PWC[n, 2’7. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The graph PWC[n] (PWC[n, 2’1) cun be decomposed 
into 2’ copies of PWC [n/2’] (SPWC [n/2’] ), which are preceded by two sets 
of n/2’ copies of FFT[2’], and followed by n/2’ copies of FFT[2’]. 
ProoJ: We prove this fact for PWC[n] only. The other case is 
analogous. The fact that PWC[n] can be represented as the composition of 
two sets of n/2’ copies of FFT[2j] with 2’ copies of PWC[n/2’] with n/2’ 
copies of FFT[2j] relies on techniques similar to those introduced by 
Savage and Swamy (1978, Lemma 1). Induction on the size of PWC[n] is 
combined with its definition and an exact numbering of its vertices to yield 
the desired composition/decomposition properties. We choose here not be 
as formal as in (Savage and Swamy, 1978) and instead start by considering 
the decomposition of PWC[n] into two copies of PWC[n/2]. It is easily 
seen that preceding the two copies of PWC[n/2] are two sets of n/2 sub- 
graphs FFT[2], and following them are n/2 subgraphs FFT[2] (see Fig. 1 
for n = 8). Now, if it is assumed inductively that PWC[n/2] can be decom- 
posed in the desired way, then augmenting two copies of PWC[n/2] from 
PWC[n], using Definition 1, preserves subgraphs PWC[n/2 .2’] embed- 
ded in PWC[n/2]. Also, it is easily seen that FFT subgraphs preceding and 
following the subgraphs PWC[n/2.2-‘1 double in size due to the extra 
edges introduced in the recursive definition (this is easily verified using an 
exact numbering of the vertices). Since PWC[n/2] consisted of two sets of 
nl2 j+ ’ copies of FFT[2’] with 2’ copies of PWC[n/2’+‘] with n/2’+’ 
copies of FFT[2’], it follows that PWC[n] can be decomposed into two 
sets of n/2’+’ copies of FFT[2’+‘] with 2j+’ copies of PWC[n/2’+ ‘1 
with n/2 j+’ copies of FFT[2j+’ 1. Varying j, the size of the embedded 
subgraphs in PWC[n/2] allows us to conclude that PWC[n] possesses the 
same composition/decomposition properties. Q.E.D. 
To close this section, we note that all the nodes of PWC[n] and 
PWC[n, 2’1 represent arithmetic operations on numeric values (words). 
Thus, in our later analysis of the graphs’ time-space trade-off behavior, we 
will be deriving upper and lower bounds on time using restricted space 
where time and number of arithmetic operations are synonymous. 
4. TIME-SPACE TRADE-OFFS FOR CONVOLUTION 
In this section, we consider time-space trade-offs for pebbling the graphs 
PWC[n] and PWC[n, 2’1. We develop efficient pebbling strategies for the 
graphs using restricted values of space and argue that they are optimal over 
all FFT-based algorithms by deriving lower bounds on the graphs’ 
simultaneous time and space requirements. As will be seen below, we find 
the trade-offs for PWC[n] weak when compared to known lower bounds 
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for convolution. We are able to obtain much better results for the graph 
PWC[n, 2’1. 
We start here by considering the graph PWC[n]. As seen in Section 2, 
PWC[n] is very similar to a back-to-back FFT graph having a bit-reversal 
connection pattern between the individual FFT graphs. The time-space 
trade-off characteristics of these graphs were studied in Carlson (1982, 
1983, 1984). These results are easily extended to PWC[n] and can be 
stated as follows: 
LEMMA 1 (Carlson, 1983). When space S is used to pebble the graph 
PWC[n], time T satisfies the lower bound T= R(n3/S2 + n* log, n/S). 
LEMMA 2 (Carlson, 1982, 1984). For the graphs PWC[n J, there are 
pebbling strategies that use S pebbles and time T= O(n3/S2 + n2 log,n/S). 
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 above yields matching upper and lower 
bounds on pebbling time, and thus we can conclude that there are pebbling 
strategies for PWC[n] that are optimal with respect to time and space. 
Also, these results imply that a reduction in space cannot be made in a 
convolution based implementation of polynomial multiplication without a 
corresponding increase in time. For, if S= o(n), Lemma 1 implies that 
T= w(n log, n). This is in contrast to a single FFT graph, in which a 
reduction in space to S= O(n/logz n) can be made with time remaining 
T = O(n log, n). 
The results of Lemmas 1 and 2 can also be interpreted in a negative way, 
for they imply that when S= O(n’) pebbles are used, E < 4, a number of 
moves which grows as T= O(n3- 2E) = o(n2) is required to pebble 
PWC[n]. In this case, it would be better just to use the standard O(n’) 
algorithm for convolution (which would also use much less space). Thus, 
we are motivated to obtain pebbling strategies for graph representations of 
convolution and polynomial multiplication that come closer to meeting the 
lower bound of T= Q(n’/S) over a wider range of space. We are able to 
derive such strategies for the graph PWC[n, 2’1, due to the replacement of 
recursive subgraphs in PWC[n] with counterparts that perform a (recur- 
sive) convolution in a serial manner. The following theorem discusses an 
efficient pebbling strategy for PWC[n, 2’1. 
THEOREM 1. The graph PWC[n, 2’1, n = 24 can be pebbled using T 
moves and S pebbles, where T and S satisfy 
T<(j+1)2d+(2j+3)2’-i 
= O(n log, S + n* log, S/S) 
= O(n2 log, S/S) fur Sa4(2’+ l), 1 <j<d- 1. 
Proof. The pebbling strategy relies on the decomposition of the graph 
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FIG. 4. PWC[S, 41 and its decomposition, 
PWC[n, 2’1. From the above discussion and Proposition 2, we know that 
PWC[n, 2’1 consists of 2’ copies of SPWC[n/2’], preceded by two sets of 
n/2’ copies of FFT[2’]. In order to pebble the graph efficiently with 
S= 4(2j+ 1) pebbles, we begin by pebbling each “bottom” graph 
FFT[2j], outputs of which are outputs of PWC[n, 2’71. We dedicate 2’+ 1 
pebbles to this task and use a level-by-level strategy (Savage and Swamy, 
1978) to do the pebbling. To pebble the inputs of such a subgraph 
FFT[2j], first we observe that each input is an output of a separate sub- 
graph SPWC[n/2’]. This can be verified using a formal definition of 
PWC[n, 2-‘1, as alluded to earlier. We omit such a definition here, and 
instead refer the reader to Fig. 4, where PWC[S, 43 and its decomposition 
is illustrated. Now, each output of a subgraph SPWC[n/2’] is the root of a 
chain-like binary tree, whose inputs are all inputs of SPWC[n/2’]. To peb- 
ble such an output, we dedicate one pebble to the chain and advance it as 
inputs of SPWC[n/2’] are pebbled. Inputs of SPWC[n/2’] are outputs of 
the two sets of “top” subgraphs FFT[2’]. Furthermore, it suffices to peb- 
ble all outputs of all of these subgraphs in the course of pebbling 2’ outputs 
in separate subgraphs SPWC[n/2’]. Also, a detailed examination of the 
structure of PWC[n, 2’1 shows that the two sets of 2’ outputs of a pair of 
“top” FFT subgraphs are composed and then serve as inputs to separate 
subgraphs SPWC[n/2’] (there are 2’ such subgraphs). Thus, pebbling a 
pair of “top” FFT subgraphs allows an advance to be made on the chain 
leading to an output in all the subgraphs SPWC[n/2j], assuming that they 
all have the same structure. We dedicate 3(2’+ 1) pebbles for performing 
this pebbling strategy, two sets of 2’ + 1 for pebbling pairs of “top” FFT 
subgraphs, and 2’ more that move down chains in the 2’ subgraphs 
SPWC[n/2’]. The pebbling strategy employed on PWC[n, 2’1 should now 
be clear. 
An analysis of the pebbling strategy outlined above shows first that 
S = 4(2’ + 1) pebbles are used. To analyze T, the number of moves made in 
the course of the strategy, we note that 
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where T is the number of moves made to pebble the 2’ outputs of a 
“bottom” FFT subgraph. An expression for T’ is formed by observing that 
the “bottom” FFT subgraph must be pebbled in its entirety, preceded by 
pebbling single outputs in separate subgraphs SPWC[n/2j] and by the 
pebbling of all outputs of the “top” FFT subgraphs FFT[2’]. Hence, 
r<(j+1)2j+2j2”-‘+2(j+1)2’2d-’ 
and 
= (j+ 1) 2d+ (2j+ 3) 22d-j 
= O(n log* s + n2 log, S/S) Q.E.D. 
An examination of the result of Theorem 1 shows that for all values of 
space S, O(1) < S< O(n), the number of moves used by our pebbling 
strategy is within a logarithmic factor of being optimal, as T= Q(n’/S) has 
been proven for the problem of polynomial multiplication (Grigoryev, 
1976). Also, the strategy can be employed using very small values of space 
O( 1) 6 S < @log, n) and, in such cases, comes even closer to the known 
lower bound. This is in contrast to previously known pebbling strategies 
for FFT and back-to-back FFT graphs, which have a space requirement of 
S = LZ(log, n). The fact that we are able to employ our strategies for very 
small values of space is a direct result of the fact that we are substituting 
subgraphs that have very small space requirements into our graph 
representation for convolution. 
We are also able to show that the graph PWC[n, 2’1 cannot be pebbled 
more efficiently than what we have achieved in the upper bound of 
Theorem 1. We state and prove such a lower bound for PWC[n, 2’1 in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. When pebbled using space S, S = 0(2’), the graph 
PWC[n, 2’1 requires a number of moves T, where T satisfies 
T = C?(n log, S + n2 log, S/S). 
Proof The first term in the lower bound expression follows from the 
fact that PWC[n, 2’1 has size (number of nodes) that grows as 
LJ (n log, S + n*/S), which is Q(n log, S) for any value of S in the range 
O(l)< S< O(n). To obtain the second term, T= Q(n* log, S/S), we again 
rely on the decomposition properties of the graph PWC[n, 2’1. If we con- 
sider a single “bottom” FFT subgraph FFT[2’] in PWC[n, 2’1, it is easily 
seen that it can be connected, via paths through the 2’ subgraphs 
SPWC[n/2’], to any “top” FFT subgraph FFT[2’]. Such a connection 
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between “bottom” and “top” FFT subgraphs is essentially an embedding of 
a back-to-back FFT graph with 2’ inputs (outputs) in PWC[n, 2’1. 
Carlson (1983) showed that a k input back-to-back FFT graph requires a 
number of moves T= S2(k2 log, k/S) on the “top” FFT graph when S peb- 
bles are used. Since S= O(2’) pebbles are available, a simple counting 
argument (see Carlson, 1983 or Savage and Swamy, 1979 for details) shows 
that this behavior must occur on L2(2”-j) “top” FFT subgraphs above a 
bottom FFT subgraph FFT[2’]. Thus, to pebble a “bottom” FFT sub- 
graph, a total number of moves satisfying T’ = O(j2df’/S) is required, and 
since S = 0(2j), T = s2(j2d). Another straightforward counting argument 
shows that this process must be repeated for n(2d-i) “bottom” FFT sub- 
graphs. Thus for S= 0(2’), we have that T= Q(j22dpi) = Q(n* log, S/S) 
moves are required to pebble PWC[n, 2’1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 shows that the pebbling strategy outlined in Theorem 1 
cannot be improved upon by more than a constant factor by any other 
pebbling strategy for PWC[n, 2’1. We again note that it comes very close 
to matching the general lower bound of T= s2(n2/S) over the widest 
possible range of space O( 1) 6 S < O(n). The fact that we cannot match the 
lower bound exactly stems from the fact that at this point, no algorithm 
exists that matches it for a specific value of space other than the T= @(n2), 
S = 0( 1) algorithm (the back-to-back FFT based algorithm is nonoptimal 
in that T= O(n log, n) and S= O(n), yielding T= O(n’ log, n/S)). It seems 
that, in order to match the general bound over a wide range of space, a fast 
algorithm that is optimal in terms of its simultaneous time and space 
requirements must be developed. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have described a class of time and space efficient algorithms that 
implement n-degree polynomial multiplication and convolution of two n 
element vectors. The algorithms are based on playing a well-known pebble 
game on graph representations of the problems, and analyzing the 
simultaneous time and space requirements of efficient pebbling strategies. 
The pebbling strategies presented here require time which is optimal over 
all FFT-based implementations and come close to meeting the general 
lower bound of T=Q(n’/S) (Grigoryev, 1976; Savage and Swamy, 1979). 
The results also imply that the space requirements of the fastest known 
algorithms for each problem cannot be reduced without affecting the time 
performance of the algorithms. A by-product of analyzing graph represen- 
tations of polynomial multiplication and convolution was the derivation of 
a simple recursive algorithm for these problems that runs in time 
O(n log, n). 
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